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Abstract
Global warming is projected to intensify during the twenty-first century. Yet, only few stud-
ies investigate how global warming could be perceived by future populations. Here, we
propose an assessment of how climate change could be perceived by combining clima-
tological indicators. We analyse extremes of temperature (T99) and simplified Wet-Bulb
Globe Temperature (WBGT99), a heat stress index assessing the combined effect of ele-
vated temperature and humidity on the human body. The speed of change is defined for
each year as the difference between the previous 20 years and the twenty upcoming years
(i.e. with a moving baseline), and we assess how these speeds emerge from each last 20-
year interannual variability. Using a set of 12 CMIP5 models, speeds of change of T99 and
WBGT99 in 2080 are both twice as fast compared with current speeds in mid-latitudes,
and by up to four times faster in the tropics under the RCP8.5 scenario. Warming accel-
erations are thus similar for T99 and WBGT99. However, these speeds in tropical regions
in 2080 are projected to be 2.3 times larger than the last 20-year interannual variabil-
ity for WBGT99, and only 1.5 to 1.8 times larger for T99. According to the models, the
WBGT99 intensification will be more emergent from the recent year-to-year variability than
the T99 warming. This analysis suggests that the accelerated warming of heat extremes will
be felt more strongly by populations than current changes for RCP8.5, and that this evo-
lution will be more perceived in heat stress than in temperature, particularly within the
tropics.
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1 Introduction

A recent and unprecedented warming of the atmosphere and oceans has been exhibited in
many studies (Hartmann et al. 2013). This global warming mainly results from the increased
levels of greenhouse gases induced by anthropogenic activities. General circulation mod-
els (GCMs) project a continuous warming during the twenty-first century under the high
baseline emission RCP8.5 scenario, and a “peak-and-decline” warming with the mitigation
RCP2.6 pathway (van Vuuren et al. 2011). Models simulate a larger future mean warming
over land than over oceans (Collins et al. 2013).

According to GCMs, this mean change and a preferential warming of the hot tail of
temperature distributions both lead to an increase in amplitude, frequency and duration of
warm extremes over land (e.g. Meehl 2004; Alexander et al. 2006), that may induce major
concerns for society, economy and health impacts (Orlowsky and Seneviratne 2012). The
consequent heat stress, the well-established effect of temperature and humidity on human
health, is projected to intensify in the future, strongly increasing health risks for popula-
tions (Kjellstrom et al. 2009) and decreasing labour capacity (Dunne et al. 2013). Despite
a greater warming in northern mid-latitudes, tropical and subtropical areas are projected to
experience the largest intensification of heat stress extremes, due to the higher combined
temperature and humidity conditions in the tropics compared with other latitudes (e.g. Fis-
cher et al. 2012; Oleson et al. 2015; Zhao et al. 2015). Some papers also conclude that heat
stress extremes increase faster than temperature extremes, in both climate observations and
GCM simulations (Horton et al. 2016; Li et al. 2018).

Nevertheless, most of these climatological studies express the global warming and its
associated impacts on extremes as the change between a fixed historical reference and the
future. Yet, the capability for ecosystems and societies to adapt to an environmental change
may depend on the timescale and its associated speed of change (Klein et al. 2014; Settele
et al. 2014). Chavaillaz et al. (2016) define the pace of change in mean temperature for each
year as the difference between two successive 20-year periods (i.e. with a moving baseline),
in order to bring new insights about the possible human perception of the global warming.
The authors mainly show a strong acceleration of the running mean warming until 2080
under the strongest emission pathway (RCP8.5), with all latitudes experiencing at least a
doubling in the warming rate compared with the current period. However, annual mean
temperature may be far from the actual human feel-like of the climate conditions and the
associated perceived climate changes.

In this study, we analyse a set of combined climate indicators that adress how future cli-
mate evolution could be perceived by population, independently of human factors. The heat
stress metric illustrates the need to maintain temperature-related comfort and homoeosta-
sis by accounting for ambient humidity, since the primary method for heat dissipation of
the human body is not the exchange with a cooler environment but the sweat evaporation
(Galloway and Maughan 1997; Buzan et al. 2015; Kjellstrom et al. 2016). Thus, the heat
stress can be considered as a “feels-like” climate indicator compared with temperature alone
(Matthews et al. 2017). We analyse the Wet-Bulb Globe Temperature (hereafter WBGT;
Yaglou and Minard (1957), a well-known heat stress index. Evolutions of both temperature
and WBGT are analysed, in order to assess temperature and humidity effects on the possi-
ble “perception” related to climate evolution. We particularly focus on extreme values, as
we expect extremes are more indicative of a climate “feels-like” than annual and seasonal
means (e.g. O’Connor et al. 1999; Leiserowitz 2006; Reser et al. 2011). To quantify how
climate change could be perceived, we define the speed of change of the metrics as the dif-
ference between the 20 upcoming years and the last 20 years, as in Chavaillaz et al. (2016).
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This analysis is conducted for each year between the 1960s and 2100 using CMIP5 sim-
ulations. These speeds calculated with moving baselines are also compared with their last
20-year interannual variability, in order to assess how upcoming changes for a given year
will emerge from the recent variability. This set of different indicators is used to characterise
how future generations could perceive climate change due to the rapidity and the emergence
of climate changes, independently of human factors. However, we do not quantify the real
human perception of climate evolution, since these investigations would also require physi-
ological and psychological factors (e.g. Leiserowitz 2006; Reser et al. 2011; Simonet 2015;
Kunreuther et al. 2013; Moore et al. 2019).

2 Approach

2.1 Heat extremes and CMIP5 simulations

We focus on one heat stress index to investigate the evolution of extreme climate conditions.
We analyse the simplified WBGT (Yaglou and Minard 1957; Liljegren et al. 2008; ABOM
2010), a commonly used yet approximated heat stress index (Grundstein and Cooper 2018).
WBGT is calculated as:

WBGT = 0.567 × T + 0.393 × V P + 3.94 (1)

with WBGT in unit of WBGT (or no unit), T the near-surface air temperature (in ◦C) and
VP the air vapor pressure (in hPa). VP is calculated from daily data of specific humidity
(q), sea-level pressure (slp) and T (see detailed “Methods” in the Electronic Supplementary
Materials).

T and WBGT are analysed from the daily simulations of 12 GCMs of the 5th version of
the Coupled Model Inter-comparison Project (CMIP5; Taylor et al. (2012)) for the histori-
cal period (1959–2005) and the RCP8.5 scenario (2006–2100). We conduct a multi-model
analysis since GCMs exhibit discrepancies in their represented processes and responses
(Flato et al. 2013). The 12 models are chosen according to three specific criteria: (1) all
available models providing daily T , q and slp for historical and future scenarios are first
selected; (2) if an institute has released several model versions, the GCM with the smallest
normalised distance to the observations mean as described in Knutti et al. (2013) is retained;
(3) if a model provides several realisations, each realisation is weighted accordingly by the
total number of realisations of the GCM, in order to equally represent each of the 12 mod-
els in the multi-model means. Features of the 12 GCMs are given in Table ESM1 of the
Electronic Supplementary Materials. This subset well represents the whole set of CMIP5
models. Indeed, the equilibrium climate sensitivity as defined in Flato et al. (2013) is 3.4◦C
[2.1; 4.1] for the 12 GCMs used in this study, and 3.2◦C [2.1; 4.4] for all the CMIP5 models.

CMIP5 simulations are also compared with the WATCH-Forcing-Data-ERA-Interim
observations (WFDEI; Weedon et al. (2014)). This dataset presents an estimate of the
daily data from 1979 to 2018, obtained from the ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al. 2011)
bias-corrected with direct observations (Weedon et al. 2011; Weedon et al. 2014). The
corresponding historical period considered in this study is thus limited between 1979 and
2005. As a consequence, we use CMIP5 simulations from 1959 to 2100, in order to obtain
the annual running speeds of change between two successive 20-year periods from 1979
to 2080. Both observations and simulations are bi-linearly interpolated onto the CCSM4
1.25◦×0.9375◦ spatial grid to plot geographical distributions.
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We analyse the yearly mean of T for each year between 1959 and 2100 (hereafter T mean),
but mainly focus our assessment on annual hot extremes of T and WBGT. For each GCM
and observations, these extremes are defined as the averaged values above the annual 99th
percentile of T and WBGT (respectively T 99 and WBGT99), since the 99th percentile defi-
nition is commonly used in extreme analyses (e.g. Fischer and Knutti 2013). Climatologies
for T 99 and WBGT99 are shown in Fig. ESM1, and values are consistent with extremes
obtained using annual 95th percentile in Zhao et al. (2015). WBGT is usually analysed by
comparing values with danger thresholds defined in health studies (Kjellstrom et al. 2009).
However, this absolute value approach comes with large uncertainties due to model biases
in temperature and humidity projections (Fischer and Knutti 2013; Zhao et al. 2015), pop-
ulation acclimatisation (Bowler 2005) and heat stress index choices (Buzan et al. 2015).
Here, we analyse the projected anomalies of the right tail of WBGT distributions instead of
the frequency of occurrence of fixed values, which provides a first level of bias correction
that reduces the impact of absolute value biases.

2.2 Selected indicators

In order to investigate the evolution of heat extremes and assess whether the evolution of
global warming will be more perceived by population in T 99 or in WBGT99, a set of differ-
ent statistical indicators is used. Chavaillaz et al. (2016) define the warming pace of change
for each year as the difference between the averaged T mean over the twenty upcoming years
and the averaged T mean over the twenty previous years. This speed with a moving baseline
provides the near projected change, and as considered by the authors, brings insights on how
population are going to experience a mean change within the next 20 years compared with
values they just experienced. The 20-year window is retained as an appropriate mid-point
between a too long 30-year period to investigate a perceived change, and a too short 10-year
period to average the year-to-year variability (Liebmann et al. 2010; Chavaillaz et al. 2016).
We define the corresponding running speed of change in unit/20 years for a year t as:

�X[20](t) = 〈X〉t,t+20 − 〈X〉t−20,t (2)

where X is the variable of interest, and 〈X〉 represents the mean over the associated 20 years.
Note that 〈X〉t1,t2 gives the temporal average between year t1 excluded and year t2 included
as: 〈X〉t1,t2 =

∑t2
t=t1+1

X
(t2−t1)

(Chavaillaz et al. 2016). In this study, we compute the yearly
running speeds for T mean and T 99 (in K/20 years) and WBGT99 (in unit of WBGT/20 years)
between 1979 and 2080 (respectively �Tmean[20], �T99[20] and �WBGT99[20]).

Running speeds of evolution describe changes that populations are going to experience
compared with what they just lived. However, since T 99 and WBGT99 cannot be directly
compared due to different unit systems (Buzan et al. 2015), the speeds cannot be used to
assess which of T99 and WBGT99 is projected to evolve the fastest. Thus, ratios between
each yearly speeds of change and the corresponding mean 20-year speed over 1979–1998
are described, in order to characterise both future accelerations and also compare velocities
of T 99 and WBGT99 evolutions. The historical ratio of the running speed is defined for a
year t as:

R�X(t) = �X[20](t)
〈�X[20]〉(1979 : 1998)

(3)

where X is the variable of interest, and 〈�X[20]〉(1979:1998) is the mean speed averaged
over yearly �X[20] between 1979 and 1998. We select this 20-year window as a relatively
smooth reference, since ratios computed with smaller references induce important uncer-
tainties due to interannual variabilities. Ratios calculated with a larger and/or a shifted
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historical window show smaller but similar trends (not shown here). We compute the his-
torical ratios for T mean, T 99 and WBGT99 between 1979 and 2080 (respectively R�Tmean,
R�T99 and R�WBGT99).

Hansen et al. (2012) describe the significance and the perception of climate change by
comparing the mean warming with the fixed historical year-to-year variability (i.e. the stan-
dard deviation calculated over 1951–1980). World Bank (2013) re-uses this approach and
define an unusual hot season anomaly as a change at least 3 times larger than the fixed
historical year-to-year variability, and an unprecedented anomaly as a change at least 5
times larger. However, we argue that future populations will not compare annual running
evolutions they recently experienced to the fixed interannual variability over 1951–1981.
Therefore, we normalise each �X[20] computed for a year t with each corresponding
previous 20-year year-to-year variability as:

αX(t) = �X(t)

std(X(t − 20, t))
(4)

where X is the variable of interest, and std() is the standard deviation, here calculated over
the 20 annual values of the considered period. We compute these ratios for T mean, T 99 and
WBGT99 between 1979 and 2080 (respectively αTmean, αT99 and αWBGT99).

We then quantify the yearly fraction of the world population that will be exposed to a
rapid and possible severely perceived change. Statistically, a α of 2 indicates a shift of a
Gaussian distribution that gives 50% of the new distribution higher than the corresponding
98% of the initial distribution (i.e. the former 98th percentile becomes the new 50th per-
centile). As a consequence, Chavaillaz et al. (2016) define an extremely warm year when
the speed of change between two consecutive 20-year periods is above the 98th percentile
of the running baseline distribution (i.e. α ≥ 2). Following this approach, we consider a
significant and rapid change for each year when �X[20] is at least twice exceeding the std
over the running baseline. We define the corresponding severely exposed population as the
sum of the population from every countries where α ≥ 2 (in % of total population) as:

�X[α≥2](t) =
∑

c=countries

δX(t) × Pc(t) (5)

where X is the variable of interest, δX(t) in [0:1] is the fraction of c where α ≥ 2, and
Pc(t) indicates the total estimated population of the country c for the year t . Current and
future population estimations are obtained from the United Nations (UN) for the 1960–
2050 period (databank.worldbank.org), and reach a total of 9.5 billion people by 2050.
After 2050, we approximate that population evolves with the 2041–2050 mean rate of each
country, and reaches about 10.5 billion people by 2080. This evolution corresponds to the
mean evolution of the RCP projections (8.5 to 12 billion in 2100 according to van Vuuren
et al. (2011)). Recent exposure studies analyse the shared socio-economic pathways (SSP)
that provide total population scenarios used to derive climate change projections (Jones and
O’Neill 2016; Riahi et al. 2017). Though SSP give projections until 2100, they only provide
estimations at 10-year intervals between 2010 and 2100. Therefore, we choose to calculate
the severely exposed population from the UN projections, since we consider that the yearly
resolution provided is more accurate to investigate the perceived evolution of heat extremes.
The severely exposed population is computed for T mean, T 99 and WBGT99 between 1979
and 2080 (respectively φTmean, φT99 and φWBGT99).
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3 Results

3.1 Geographical distributions of the speeds

Global patterns of the speeds of change are analysed, and the corresponding values are
described with the multi-model ensemble mean and the 5–95% ranges from the 12 GCM
distribution. The largest �Tmean[20] is located over northern high latitudes during all of
twenty-first century (Fig. 1a, b and c). The global mean change over land accelerates until
2080 and reaches �Tmean[20] of +1.8 [1.3 ; 2.2] K/20 years in northern high latitudes and
+1.1 [0.6 ; 2] K/20 years in the tropics (Fig. 1c). These patterns are consistent with the
projected warming between historical and future, and confirm the Arctic hotspot (Collins
et al. 2013). Geographical distributions are also consistent with previous results that show a
mean global �Tmean[20] larger than +1.5K/20 years in northern high latitudes in 2080 under
the RCP8.5 scenario (Chavaillaz et al. 2016).

By the end of the twenty-first century, the maximum �T99[20] is located over “mid-
continental areas” (i.e. Europe, northern America and Amazonia) at the opposite of
�Tmean[20], with local speeds larger than +1.8 [1.1 ; 3.2] K/20 years (Fig. 1f). This is consis-
tent with patterns of the maximum T 99 increase between 1986–2005 and 2081–2100 (e.g.

a b c

d e f

g h i

Fig. 1 Multi-model ensemble means of running speeds of change between two successive 20-year periods
calculated from 12 CMIP5 models under the RCP8.5 scenario for year 2000, 2040 and 2080 for: (a-b-c)
Tmean in K/20y, (d-e-f) T99 in K/20y, and (g-h-i) WBGT99 in unit of WBGT/20y
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Fischer and Knutti 2013; Coffel et al. 2018). However, the largest �T99[20] during early
2000s is located only over eastern Europe (Fig. 1d). The moderated �T99[20] in Amazonia
and northern America during these years suggests a larger acceleration of the T99 warming
between 2000 and 2080 in northern America and Amazonia compared with Europe.

The global �WBGT99[20] is spatially more homogeneous than �Tmean[20] and �T99[20]
during the twenty-first century under the RCP8.5 scenario (Fig. 1g, h and i). These more
homogeneous patterns are consistent with previous analyses of the total projected change
(e.g. Zhao et al. 2015; Brouillet and Joussaume 2019). By 2080, the largest �WBGT99[20]
of +1.4 [1.1 ; 2.2] unit/20 years is located in Amazonia, the region between Sahel and
Arabia (hereafter the “SAA region”) and in north-eastern Asia (Fig. 1i). However, the large
�WBGT99[20] within north-eastern Asia in 2080 is not a particular hotspot when analysing
the total projected changes in WBGT99 between historical and future periods (Zhao et al.
2015). Moreover, unlike the well-known larger future increase in WBGT99 in the tropics
than in mid-latitudes, the �WBGT99[20] in 2000 is smaller within the tropics than in mid-
latitudes (Fig. 1g).

Geographical distributions of the speeds of change show faster increases in Tmean, T99
and WBGT99 during the second half of the twenty-first century. Different regions of interest
are highlighted to experience either faster �T99[20] such as Europe and Amazonia, and/or
faster �WBGT99[20] such as Amazonia, the SAA region and north-eastern Asia. Therefore,
regional averaged speeds of change are analysed to compare these regions among them-
selves. This regional approach also enables to assess the CMIP5 inter-model spread in the
quantification of the speeds of evolution.

3.2 Regional means

The largest regional �Tmean[20] over land is confirmed to occur within northern high lati-
tudes during all of twenty-first century under the RCP8.5 scenario and increase until 2080
(Fig. 2b). Regional �Tmean[20] also exhibits large differences amongst regions that increases
from 1979 (�Tmean[20] in [+0.25; +0.5 K/20 years]) to 2080 (�Tmean[20] in [+0.8 to +1.5
K/20 years]).

Time series of �T99[20] show the global increase of running speed of change of T99
during the twenty-first century (Fig. 2e). The fastest T99 20-year upcoming warming over
all the period is simulated in Europe until 2075. From 2075, Amazonia shows the largest
�T99[20]. Europe is also simulated to experience a substantial �T99[20] increase from 1979
to peak around 2005 (Fig. 2e). This “bump” may result from the large observed and sim-
ulated regional decrease in sulphate aerosols (Cusack et al. 2012; Szopa et al. 2013),
that weakens the associated negative radiative forcing between 1980–2000 and 2000–2020
in summer (Szopa et al. 2013). This aerosol forcing may also explain the similar but
smaller and delayed trends of �T99[20] in other regions between 1990 and 2015 (Fig. 2e).
Regional �T99[20] is larger than �Tmean[20] for all latitudes, except in northern high lati-
tudes. �T99[20] shows a more pronounced interannual variability per region, and smaller
regional differences (Fig. 2b and e). These smaller differences are explained by the stronger
spatial variability in �T during the coldest seasons than during the hottest seasons of the
year (not shown here).

Along with temperatures, regional �WBGT99[20] is projected to increase until 2080,
showing an accelerated WBGT99 intensification (Fig. 2h). Regions with high histori-
cal WBGT99 values such as the SAA region and Amazonia (Fig. ESM1) are projected
to experience an upcoming �WBGT99[20] in 2080 larger than +1.2 unit/20 years. This
speed corresponds to an increase of one danger threshold defined in health studies every
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d e f
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Fig. 2 (a-d-g) Boxplots of the 12 models regional running speeds of change over land for the year 1998 (i.e.
speed calculated as the difference between 1979–1998 and 1999–2018 periods), respectively for Tmean (in
K/20y), T99 (in K/20y) and WBGT99 (in unit/20y). Solid black thick lines represent the multi-model medians
and red diamonds show the multi-model means. Dashed dark red lines indicate the corresponding WFDEI
observations running speed per region for 1998. Regions correspond to the boxes displayed in Fig. ESM2.
(b-e-h) Corresponding time series of multi-model mean running speeds of change between 1979 and 2080
under the RCP8.5 scenario, respectively for Tmean, T99 and WBGT99. Solid colour lines show the multi-model
means. Shaded envelops indicate the 95% confidence interval of the inter-model spread. (c-f-i) Boxplots of
the 12 GCMs regional normalised speeds with the historical mean speed over 1979–1998 for the year 2080,
respectively for Tmean, T99 and WBGT99
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20 years (Kjellstrom et al. 2009; ABOM 2010). Differences between regions are smaller in
�WBGT99[20] than in �Tmean[20] and �T99[20]. This is consistent with a stronger warming
in mid-latitudes but a greater increase of VP in the tropics that results in a spatially more
homogeneous WBGT change (Zhao et al. 2015). These smaller differences may also be
amplified by the associated projected decrease in relative humidity over areas with the great-
est projected warming that attenuates the corresponding future WBGT99 increase (Byrne
and O’Gorman 2013, 2016; Brouillet and Joussaume 2019).

Simulated regional speeds are also compared with WFDEI observations for the year 1998
(Fig. 2a, d and g). In 1998, CMIP5 models overestimate �Tmean[20] in the equatorial belt,
Amazonia and northern high latitudes, and well represent �Tmean[20] in the SAA region and
Europe (Fig. 2a). �T99[20] and �WBGT99[20] show a global overestimation in the GCMs
compared with WFDEI (Fig. 2d and g). For each metric, regional means tend to be better
simulated than latitudinal means, except for �WBGT99[20] in the SAA region. The multi-
model global overestimation of historical speeds is however consistent with the observed
so-called hiatus in the annual mean warming that is not well represented in CMIP5 models
(Flato et al. 2013).

In this work, we particularly focus on the RCP8.5 scenario, since it provides a clearer
signal to the global warming and it is usually considered as the near-continuation of the cur-
rent emissions pathway. Yet, the analysis of a mitigation future scenario brings an additional
measure of the RCP uncertainties. Time series of �Tmean[20], �T99[20] and �WBGT99[20]
are thus also analysed under the RCP2.6 scenario for 7 CMIP5 models (see Table ESM2)
and displayed in Fig. ESM3. This smaller subset of CMIP5 models is explained by the
reduced number of models providing daily data for RCP2.6. As expected, speeds of change
increase for all metrics until 2005 and then decrease until 2080 (Fig. ESM3, Chavaillaz et al.
(2016)). However, relative behaviours between regions highlighted for both 12 and 7 GCMs
for RCP8.5 (Fig. 2 and Fig. ESM4) are confirmed under the RCP2.6 mitigation scenario.

In many studies, T and heat stress are directly compared (e.g. Zhao et al. 2015; Matthews
et al. 2017; Li et al. 2018). When directly comparing T and WBGT, regional values of
�T99[20] are larger than �WBGT99[20] for all latitudes between 1979 and 2080 (Fig. 2e
and h). Future increase of �T99[20] also tends to be stronger than the intensification of
�WBGT99[20]. Nevertheless, heat stress metrics are not true thermodynamic nor physi-
cal quantities, and they are described with temperature scales for comparative purposes
only (Buzan et al. 2015). Therefore, relative accelerations and speeds of change of T99
and WBGT99 cannot be analysed by comparing values of �T99[20] and �WBGT99[20], and
alternative analyses are necessary.

3.3 Acceleration of the projected evolutions

Since �T99[20] and �WBGT99[20] cannot be directly compared, we quantify the historical
ratios of the speeds of Tmean, T99 and WBGT99, to assess their accelerations and characterise
which of them is projected to evolve the fastest. In 2080, R�Tmean reaches a multi-model
mean of almost 2 in northern latitudes and the SAA region, and 2.8 to 3 within the trop-
ics under the RCP8.5 scenario (Fig. 2c). Thus, despite a stronger �Tmean[20] in northern
latitudes than in the tropics (Fig. 2a and b), R�Tmean shows that the projected Tmean warm-
ing will be faster in tropical areas than in mid-latitudes compared to historical and current
changes (consistent with Chavaillaz et al. (2016)). R�T99 is projected to reach values of 1.9
to 2.5 in northern latitudes, and values above 2.9 in the equatorial belt in 2080 (Fig. 2f).
Despite the largest �T99[20] projected in Europe, the associated R�T99 in 2080 is the small-
est. For all latitudes, R�T99 shows similar values than R�Tmean. Models exhibit larger
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inter-model spreads in R�T99 than in R�Tmean, particularly over Amazonia and northern
high latitudes (Fig. 2f). In Amazonia, this can be explained by the well-known CMIP5
model uncertainties in the future projected drying over Amazonia that may amplify or ham-
per the temperature extreme changes (Good et al. 2008; Marengo and Espinoza 2016).
For northern high latitudes, the MIROC5 model simulates very small historical averaged
�T99[20] over land (not shown here) that induces a regional projected acceleration larger
than nine times the 1979–1998 mean �T99[20] (Fig. 2f). Similarly to R�Tmean, and R�T99,
the largest R�WBGT99 is projected within the equatorial belt by up to 2.8, and the smallest
R�WBGT99 is projected over Europe (Fig. 2i). The inter-model spread in R�WBGT99 for each
region is larger than R�Tmean but is smaller than R�T99.

According to CMIP5 simulations, increases in R� highlight that Tmean, T99 and WBGT99
future intensifications with a moving baseline will be faster in the tropics than in the mid-
latitudes, despite the faster projected warming in mid- and high latitudes. In particular, the
well-known hotspot of the projected change in T99 within Europe (e.g. Fischer and Knutti
2013) exhibits the smallest acceleration between historical and the end of the twenty-first
century. This small acceleration can be explained by the stabilisation of �T99[20] around
2060 in Europe (Fig. 2e) and is independent from the corresponding large warming over
the past few decades (not shown here). This stabilisation of the speed could be related to
the well-known regional feedbacks of T99 with land–atmosphere fluxes (Seneviratne et al.
2006; Diffenbaugh et al. 2007; Hirschi et al. 2011; Donat et al. 2017; Vogel et al. 2017;
Seneviratne et al. 2018).

R�Tmean, R�T99 and R�WBGT99 show very similar accelerations between 1979 and 2080
at both regional and latitudinal scales. WBGT99 does not clearly increase faster than T99,
and a slight faster increase of T99 compared with WBGT99 is exhibited within the Ama-
zon basin (Fig. 2f and i). Since higher temperatures drive greater increments in heat stress
indexes at a given relative humidity, these similar accelerations stand in contrast with the
expected Clausius-Clapeyron effect (Davies-Jones 2008; Fischer et al. 2012). However, the
projected global strong decrease in relative humidity during heat extremes in CMIP5 models
might explain the similar accelerations, particularly between T99 and WBGT99 (Brouillet
and Joussaume 2019).

3.4 Rapidity and emergence of T99 andWBGT99 changes

In order to better investigate how the evolution of the considered metrics could be per-
ceived, we compare each yearly speed of change to their recent experienced year-to-year
variability. According to CMIP5 simulations, the corresponding αTmean is globally pro-
jected to increase between 1979 and 2040 under the RCP8.5 scenario, and then stabilise to
reach at least 1.5 in 2080 (Fig. 3a). Models project an increase in αT99 as well for all lati-
tudes until 2080 (Fig. 3b). Tropical areas show a αT99 of 1 before 1995, and reach a αT99
of 1.7 to 1.9 by 2080, whereas northern latitudes barely reach a αT99 of 1. In the tropics,
this shows that future population in 2080 will experience a T99 warming within the next
20 years almost twice larger than the variability they just experienced over the last 20 years
under the RCP8.5 scenario. The lower interannual tropical variability in both mean and
extreme temperatures mainly explains the greater tropical αTmean and αT99 than in mid-
latitudes. The smaller year-to-year variability in Tmean than in T99 also explains the larger
αTmean compared with αT99 for each considered region. αT99 is characterised by small differ-
ences between tropical regions, at the opposite of an important �T99[20] and R�T 99 regional
spread between equatorial belt, Amazonia and SAA region (Fig. 3b, and e). As for tem-
peratures, αWBGT99 is projected to increase until 2080 (Fig. 3c). Indeed, αWBGT99 exhibits
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Fig. 3 Multi-model ensemble mean regional normalised running speeds with the year-to-year variability
over the last 20 years for each year between 1979 and 2080 under the RCP8.5 scenario for Tmean (αTmean
in a), T99 (αT99 in b) and WBGT99 (αWBGT99 in c). αTmean, αT99 and αWBGT99 are also calculated under
the RCP2.6 scenario, and are respectively displayed in (d), (e) and (f). Solid lines represent the multi-model
means. Shaded envelops indicate the 95% confidence interval of the inter-model spread

a larger future �WBGT99[20] compared with the corresponding just experienced interan-
nual variability than the current �WBGT99[20] compared with the last 20-year variability.
As for αT99, αWBGT99 also increases more in tropical areas than in mid-latitudes. Within
the tropics, we show that the future upcoming intensification in WBGT99 will be more than
twice larger than the future just-experienced WBGT99 year-to-year variability. Significant
regional differences in αWBGT99 are exhibited and increase until 2080. Except for the SAA
region, αWBGT99 is larger than αT99 over land during all the period, with αWBGT99 values
between 1.2 in Europe to 2.3 in the equatorial belt and Amazonia in 2080 (Fig. 3c). This
larger αWBGT99 than αT99 might be due to a smaller year-to-year variability in WBGT than
in T (Zhao et al. 2015).

CMIP5 simulations show that future �T99[20] and �WBGT99[20] will be larger than their
last 20-year variabilities, at the opposite of the current speeds. In particular, projections show
that populations in the tropics will experience fast T99 and WBGT99 intensifications under
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the RCP8.5 scenario compared with the historical change they are used to. These future
intensifications will be 1.5 larger than the future just-experienced variabilities, while these
speeds of change are historically smaller than historical interannual variabilities (α ≤ 1).
Comparison with future recent variability also exhibits that the increase in extremes will be
more significant and faster in WBGT99 than in T99 for populations. We thus argue that the
evolution of extremes will be more perceived when considering the humidity effect and its
variations on people (WBGT99) than the temperature increase only (T99). Previous works
have shown that an associated drying is projected in CMIP5 models over mid-continental
areas that hamper the heat stress intensification (e.g. Coffel et al. 2019; Brouillet and Jous-
saume 2019). We confirm that, despite this drying dampening effect, the global warming
consequences on populations will remain faster and more significant in heat stress than in
temperature extremes, particularly in the tropics.

Same analyses are conducted under the RCP2.6 scenario for the corresponding subset
of 7 GCMs. As expected, both αT99 and αWBGT99 increase until 2000–2005 to reach their
regional maxima, and then decrease until 2080 for RCP2.6 (Fig. 3e and f). Nevertheless,
αWBGT99 remains higher than αT99 from 1979 to 2080 for all regions. αWBGT99 is also larger
than 1 from 1987 to 2030 in the tropics, whereas αT99 is larger than 1 only from 1993 to
2020. This confirms the higher speeds of change compared with their recent interannual
variabilities in WBGT99 than in T99, exhibited with RCP8.5 independently of the number of
GCMs (Fig. ESM5). This also emphasises that the response of the global warming is sim-
ulated at least until 2020–2030 even under the smallest emission pathway, and particularly
in WBGT extremes.

3.5 Population exposure

We quantify the projected exposure to a significant change of T99, WBGT99 and Tmean for
a given year (respectively φT99, φWBGT99 and φTmean), and express it as the yearly percent-
age of the total world population to take into account the projected increasing demography.
Figure 4 displays the evolution of the exposure to fast running changes (i.e. α ≥ 2) between
1986 and 2080 according to CMIP5 models and UN projections. φT99 increases during the
twenty-first century, and reaches a maximum value of 16% of the total world population
in 2066 (about 1.7 billions of people). φWBGT99 is projected to increase more and faster,
already reaches 16% of the population in 2030, and 36% by 2067 (3.5 billion of people).
The exposure is thus projected to be greater in WBGT99 than in T99, implying that more
people will be exposed to a more severe recent WBGT99 increase than for T99. GCMs
project a greater φTmean than both φT99 and φWBGT99, with more than 40% of the popu-
lation exposed to a fast and significant evolution of Tmean from 2040, and a maximum of
43% in 2060 (4.2 billion of people). This larger exposure is explained by the corresponding
smaller interannual variability in mean values than in extremes that results in larger emer-
gent changes in Tmean than in T99 or WBGT99. However, Tmean is more difficult to link to
the possible human perception of climate changes compared with T99 and WBGT99. Cor-
responding exposures for RCP2.6 show a global population exposed to α ≥ 2 significantly
smaller under this scenario for all the metrics analysed (Fig. ESM6).

4 Implications on the perception and discussions

This paper addresses how the evolution of the heat extremes could be perceived dur-
ing the twenty-first century only using climate indicators, and mainly under the RCP8.5
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Fig. 4 Multi-model ensemble mean global exposure to a significant running speed (α ≥ 2) between 1986 and
2080 under the RCP8.5 scenario (in % of total annual world population) for Tmean (green), T99 (orange) and
WBGT99 (red). The population of each country follows the average UN projections until 2050, and evolves
with the 2041–2050 rate until 2080. Solid lines represent the multi-model means. Shaded envelops indicate
the 95% confidence interval of the inter-model spread

scenario. We also assess whether this perceived evolution will be stronger when considering
the humidity effect on the human body (heat stress) or when considering the temperature
effect alone. According to CMIP5 simulations, and using the simplified Wet-Bulb Globe
Temperature as our heat stress index, a strong future acceleration of both extremes of tem-
perature (T99) and heat stress (WBGT99) changes is shown for RCP8.5. T99 and WBGT99
are projected to globally increase with similar accelerations until 2080, exhibiting that both
extremes will intensify as fast as each other. Regional means oppositely show a faster future
T99 warming in the future in Amazonia, and a faster WBGT99 intensification within the
Sahel to Arabia region (“the SAA region”). This difference can be explained by the rel-
ative humidity (RH) variations effect. RH is projected to strongly decrease in Amazonia
but to slightly increase over the SAA region between 1979 and 2100 (Brouillet and Jous-
saume 2019). Although the drying (wettening) enhances (dampens) the T99 warming due
to less soil moisture that enhances sensible heat flux (Fischer and Knutti 2013), it damp-
ens (enhances) the WBGT99 intensification. In previous studies, the Apparent Temperature
(Steadman 1984), another commonly used heat stress index, is projected to globally evolve
faster than temperature extremes under different scenarios in CMIP5 (Li et al. 2018). A
more pronounced increase in the Humidex index (Masterton and Richardson 1979) than
air temperature extremes over Europe is also projected when analysing EURO-CORDEX
simulations (Scoccimarro et al. 2017). The assessment of the heat stress rate of change
thus may depend on the heat stress index choices. Zhao et al. (2015) conducted a com-
parison of the projected changes between these three heat stress indexes and temperature
extremes. Though they did not analyse time series, they show for each index that the heat
stress is globally projected to increase more than temperature, except in arid regions (Zhao
et al. 2015). These previous works approximate that heat stress indexes can be considered
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as measurements of a temperature, and they directly compare heat stress and temperature
extremes. Nevertheless, as emphasised by Buzan et al. (2015) “most of the [heat stress]
metrics have units of temperature which may be misleading. The metrics have temperature
scales for comparative purposes only, as the metrics are an index, not a true thermodynamic
quantity”. In our study, we consider that both metrics should not be directly compared,
unless using adimensional metrics. As a consequence, we show similar speed of change of
both temperature and heat stress extremes, and do not corroborate conclusions of previous
studies.

According to CMIP5 simulations, both running speeds of change of T99 and WBGT99 are
projected to be multiplied by 2 in northern mid-latitudes and by 3 to 4 in the tropics between
1980 and 2080 under the RCP8.5 scenario. However, despite similar future acceleration in
both metrics changes, a larger future speed of change compared with the just-experienced
year-to-year variability is exhibited in WBGT99 than in T99 in 2080, particularly in the
tropics. This implies that the WBGT99 future intensification will be more emergent from
the just-experienced variability, and will be possibly more perceived by population than
the T99 future warming. This is also emphasised under the RCP2.6 scenario until 2020–
2030. Regions with already high values of WBGT99 such as Amazonia and the SAA region
(Fig. ESM1) are also projected to experience a WBGT99 running speed of change larger
than +1.2 unit/20 years in RCP8.5, which corresponds to an increase of at least one danger
threshold defined in health studies (Kjellstrom et al. 2009; ABOM 2010; Buzan et al. 2015)
every 20 years. This may lead to a strong perceived WBGT99 upcoming increase by popu-
lation in these areas due to combined high values and fast changes. More importantly, since
four danger thresholds have been defined in health analysis, this fast intensification will lead
to a rapid saturation of the most dangerous classes of heat stress that will essentially increase
morbidity and mortality (e.g. Mora et al. 2017). The importance of considering humidity
parameters and associated variations when conducting climate change impact studies is thus
confirmed in this work (e.g. Scoccimarro et al. 2017; Mora et al. 2018; Senevirantne et al.
2018).

The running speed of change methodology used here may depend on the number of real-
isations for each GCM, the multi-model spread, the year-to-year variability and the number
of years in the selected window of reference. Some regions such as Amazonia exhibit a
strong inter-model spread, particularly when analysing R�T99 (Fig. 2f). This inter-model
spread can be explained by the different GCM sub-seasonal responses to a mean global
warming. Indeed, seasonal cycles in Amazonia are differently represented in each GCM
for both historical and future period (Supplementary Information in Brouillet and Jous-
saume (2019)), which may induce different responses in T99 and WBGT99. Nevertheless,
the lack of high-resolution humidity observations and a moderately good representation of
the hydrological cycle in CMIP5 models limit the confidence in projected (and observed)
humidity changes (Mora et al. 2017; Chen et al. 2018; Freychet et al. 2020). Though these
uncertainties among the models may increase the uncertainties in the regional results we
provide, the multi-model approach enables significant results in mean CMIP5 projections.

We show that a large part of the total world population will be exposed to significant T99
and WBGT99 increases by 2080 under the RCP8.5 scenario. More than 1.7 billion of people
will be exposed to a severe T99 increase by 2060 under the RCP8.5 scenario, and more
than 4.3 billion of people will be exposed to a severe WBGT99 intensification, respectively
corresponding to 17% and 44% of the total world population. At the opposite, less than 8%
of the population will be exposed to a severe WBGT99 change under the RCP2.6 scenario
(less than 4% for T99). Regional exposures emphasise that more than 60 to 80% of the
western-central Africa and Amazonia populations are projected to experience changes in
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T99 and WBGT99 at least twice larger than the recent variability during the second half of
the twenty-first century for RCP8.5 (Fig. ESM7). Moreover, the most vulnerable regions
to dangerous heat and humidity combinations are also the most densely populated (Coffel
et al. 2018). Although this can drive the larger exposure in WBGT99 than in T99, large
exposures in Amazonia and western-central Africa shown here may imply that population in
these regions will be the most severely impacted by fast and emergent upcoming WBGT99
intensification in the future.
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